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Abstract
The classical elasto―plastic constitutive fomulation to the stress strain behavior Of
geomaterials yields a bilinear(elaStO―plast c/elaStiC)response  Recently ne、v type constitutive
equations sho、、アing incrementaHy nonlinear in elasto―plastic b h vi r have been prOposed for
better predictiOns of some boundary value prOblems  ln this nOte、ve brieny discuss fono、ving
problems:(1) the basic fomulatiOn of the “ lassica '' elast ―plas ic materials,(2) physical
origins of incrementaHy nonlinear elasto―plastic(in the 10ading phase)behaviOr;(3) the formu‐
lation of micrOmechanicany guided “prOtotype" constitutive equatiOn fOr geOmaterials;(4)
some relationships among incrementally nOnlinear constitutive equations proposed up to nO、ハ/.
1. Introduction
The stress strain behaviOr Of geomaterials(soils,rOcks,granular materials,and concretes)
are frequently formulated based on the theory of elastO―plasticity.  The elastO―plastic cOn‐
stitutive equation has t、vO predominant features,leading to ttridespread successes in practical
apphcations,over other cornparable cOnstitutive formulations i namely,(1)reasonable predic_
tion of the marked direrence bet覇〆een 10ading and unloading behavior;(2)the mathematical
sirnphcity.  These t、vo f atures are accomphshed by the introduction of t、vO scalar functions:
`a' loading function denning the loading criterion and the magnitude of plastic defOrmatiOn
rates、vith the help of the plastic consistency condition and `a' plastic potential yielding the
direction of plastic strain rates.
WIost of deformation behaviOr under mOnOtonous and cyclic loading conditions can be
described,、vith reasonable accuracy,by the formulation along the line of the elasto―plasticity
theory.  Some behavior,ho、v ver,can not be reasOnably accounted for by the classical elastO―
plastic constitutive equations.  Typical examples are bifurcation problems leading to shear
bands or nOnuniform deformation.  This fact indicates that the classical elasto―plastic fOrmu‐
lation is tOo restrictive for some problems,in particular for problems in the discussion of failure
of materials.  The cOnstitutive equation with mOre`freedoms' in the relation bet、veen stress
rates and strain rates becomes essential for such problems.
The constitutive equations、ith more freedoms than the classical elasto―plastic formula‐
tion are closely related to the `incrementany nonhnear' character(in the 10ading phase)Of
materials.  Silnple physical considerations guided fronl knOM/n results on Hicrostructures,their
changes,and on the macroscopic elasto―plastic behaviOr Of geomaterials suggest that the`real'
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